Our view: Even Mo Farah wouldn't have the stamina
for a three-day trade show
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C&IT's associate editor Mark Williams relives the highs and lows of a
delegate at a major industry event.

It’s day two of pretty much any big industry exhibition you could care to name and
people are wandering the show floor with bags under their eyes, voices croaking,
clutching their third coffee of the day as they go in search of the next meeting.
To survive three days of an industry trades how you need to have the stamina of Mo
Farah, the patience of Mother Theresa and the navigational skills of Christopher
Columbus. Let’s be honest - it’s exhausting.

And no matter how much fun the destination is, whether it is Barcelona, Las Vegas or
Kuala Lumpur, you’re going to spend the vast majority of those three days inside a giant
windowless exhibition hall, so you might as well be in Slough. (Sorry, Slough).
If you do make it all the way to day three you’ll probably be half-delirious from a
combination of lack of sleep, back to back meetings and one drink too many at the
annual 'networking' night. A special kind of networking, where you shout at each other
over the music and spot the guy who led a panel discussion on global economics trying
to breakdance in front of some bewildered Korean delegates.

That said, it’s not all one giant slog. Often, there are some genuinely interesting content
sessions covering a range of industry topics, giving some useful insights you can apply
to your job. (You just have to go into certain sessions with fingers crossed that it’s not
going to turn into a sales pitch).
And with wellness being the prominent industry topic it is these days, if you’re feeling
stressed or exhausted there’s usually someone offering guided meditation, yoga or
massages. At this year’s C&IT Agency Forum, for example, I had a shoulder massage
from a woman half my size who nearly made me shriek as she dug into my shoulders
with her elbows. No pain, no gain, as they say.
You needn’t go hungry at a big trade show either, as you can pretty much snack your
way round for three days, trying all sorts of exciting national delicacies. Maybe even
washed down with an Estonian cider, Japanese sake or English wine (stop laughing,
France).
After three days, and with enough new business cards to warrant an extra hold bag on
the plane, it’s time to head to the airport. When you get to the departure lounge, half the
people there are weary fellow attendees looking forward to their own bed – one or two
still wearing their show pass on the lanyard round their necks.
Then the voice over the tannoy apologises that your flight has been delayed for an hour,
eliciting a collective groan from your fellow passengers. Oh well, on the bright side
that’s more time to plough through the 200 emails that have built up over the past
couple of days.
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